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(A) 



 

  

 

 

 

 واله علٌه الله صلى محمد الكرٌم الرسول, المنٌر السراج النذٌر البشٌر الكائنات فخر إلى

 الطاهرٌن

 (والسلام الصلاة أفضل علٌهم) محمد النبً بٌت أل من الساطعة الأنوار إلى

 العزٌز والدي.............................  والعزٌمة الصبر أعطانً الذي إلى

  العزٌزة والدتً......................................  والحنان الحب رمز إلى

  أخوتً..........................  بأمري وأشركهم أزري بهم اشدد من إلى

  اصدقاائً.......................................  والإخلاص الوفاء رمز إلى

 ............................................ والنصٌحة بالعون مدنً من كل إلى

 الخٌر كل منً لهم

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(B) 

 الاهداء



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 الٌوم. الشكر لله أولا على نعائمه كلها وعطفه ورحمته , فلله الفضل فً مانحن  علٌه

 كما أن الشكر موصول إلى والدي ووالدتً لمساندتهم اٌاي طٌلة اٌام دراستً. 

 ولابد من كلمه شكر اقولها بحق استاذتً ومعلمتً الاستاذه لمٌاء عبد نور ....

التً وجدت فٌها شخصٌة الكرم صدرا رحبا وقلبا مفتوحا , وٌدا كرٌمه كانها انسانه عالمه , 

 طرٌقً. فتحت امامً نورا اضاء

الٌها اقدم خالص شكري وتقدٌري ,فهً التً منحتنً فرصة الخوض فً هذا العنوان المهم 

, فلها  كل الشكر والعرفان لاشرافها النبٌل بنصائحها المتواصله , ومتابعتها القٌمه , لها 

 الشكر بعد الله تعالى وجزاها الله خٌر الجزاء .

لاة والسلام على سٌد المرسلٌن وعلى اله واخر دعوانا الحمدلله رب العالمٌن و الص

                                  اجمعٌن

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(C) 

 الشكر والتقدير
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Abstract   

Retrieving of images is a fruit full field in image processing application 

,however there is need for retrieving the original image that would be erupted 

according to different reason,  In this project algorithms were developed to evaluate 

the similarities between two or more images and to reduce the time spent in the search 

process based on the analysis of color intensity variation and the histogram of the color 

of the image these algorithms can be used to search for images that are stored  in 

databases system or computer networks .and retrieve non-distorting images by 

searching for distorted images.  This experiment was implemented using a computer 

program that was programmed using the MATLAB 2015 The results have been 

analyzed and    illustrated by multiple example.         
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Introduction 
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1-1 Introduction 

At present the process of searching for images in databases and search engines is 

widely required such as searching the databases for images ,similar images ,original 

image ,clips ,etc. there are databases dealing with pictures works of art images from 

satellites and photography as well a collection  of international photographs.            

The databases used for these images can be very large in size and contain 

hundreds of thousands even millions of images . in most cases such databases are 

indexed by keywords these images are stored in the databases with the words they 

describe and the basic words in the databases are stored by people or user who classify 

images by specific categories.                                                                                                          

 

1-2 Research problems 

The process of searching for images and retrieve non-distorting images  based 

on the index of words and stored in the databases requires a long time and therefore 

does not provide the necessary flexibility for the process of searching for the desired 

image where there may be similar images with one name, also in some of situation that 

distorted images have  no indexed words.                                           

 

 

1-3 Research goals 

The purpose of the research is to reduce the time taken for the process of 

searching for similar images in the databases is to search for images on the basis of 

(search by  model ) when the user select full images that and affected by noise  and 

search by similar images in database and put them as a search guide in the database 

.computer data and face similarities with this image so as to ensure accuracy in search 

results . 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter two 

 

Research Methodology 
 

 

 Introduction :  

 Digital image: 

 Statistical ladder (Histogram):   

 The method of assessing the similarity of images based on 

histogram analysis:  

 Manhattan distance:   

 noise: 

 Retrieval: 
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2-1 Introduction  

Mathematical modeling methods and programming techniques were used for 

digital signal processing and imaging. 

 

 2-2 Digital image 

 Digital images are made of picture element called pixels. Typically pixels are 

organized in an order rectangular array. The size of an image is determined by the 

dimensions of this pixel array. The image width is the number of columns and the 

image height is the number of rows in the array. thus the pixel array is  a matrix of b 

columns x n rows , to refer to specific pixel within the image matrix . We define its 

coordinate at x and y . the coordinate system of image matrices defines x as increasing 

from left to right and y as increasing  from top to bottom .compared to normal 

mathematic convention . The organ is in the top left corner and the y coordinate is 

flipped .why is coordinate system flipped vertically? Digital images were defined in 

terms of the electron beam scanning to pattern of television. The beam scanned from 

left to right and top to bottom other  than this historical reason , there is no purpose 

served by this inversion of the y coordinate . 

Any image can be defined as a two dimensional dimension (D,X)where D, x are two 

level coordinates and denote the value of the function (d) in any  pair of coordinates at 

the gray level or the intensity at these points the image is called a digital image when 

the values (D,X ,d) all belong to a set of specified values called these elements "picture 

element" or "pixels" here we can clarify the meaning of both "image analysis" and 

"vision using the computer [21] 

2-3 Image processing 

 Image processing is a method to convert an image into digital form and perform 

some operations on it in order to get an enhanced image or to extract some useful 

information form it , it is a type of signal dispensation in which input is image like 

video frame or photograph and output may be image or characteristics  associated 

with that image , usually image processing system includes treating image as two 

dimensional signals while applying already set signal processing methods to them 

image processing basically includes the following three steps  
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1- image with optical scanner or by digital photography.                                                  

2- analyzing and manipulating the image which includes data compression and 

image enhancement and spotting patterns that are not to human eyes like 

satellite photographs.                                                                                                                 

3-  output is the last stage in which result can be altered image or report that is 

based on image analysis  .                                                                                                       

Purpose of image processing is divided into five groups they are :                   

1- visualization-observe the objects that are not visible     .                                         

2- image sharpening and restration – to create a better image.                                  

3- image retrieval – seek for the image of interest    .                                                   

4- measurement of pattern – measures various objects in an image.                     

5- image recognition –distinguish the objects in an image.                                                                                                                          

- Vision using computer: is interested in simulating the ability of human vision 

including the ability to learn and draw conclusions and take reactions based on visual 

input .                                                                                                                   

 - Analyze the image: it is a medium area between the vision of the computer and the 

processing of images difficult to find what separates the separation between these 

subject(processing  of images ,analysis and vision computer) but the processes that use 

the computer in this area can be divided into three levels:                                     

1. low _level operations that include deformation ,improved contrast, and 

increased image size.                                                                                                                   

2. medium level operations which include dividing the image into regions or 

elements and then describing these elements to reduce them to a representation  

of the proper processing of the computer also includes the process of identifying 

elements of a specific image.                                                                                                                

3.  high level processes these include the process of understanding  (making sense) 

of a group of elements that have  been identified and at the top of the processes 

of  this level are the  processes of learning and  gaining  knowledge associated 

with the vision of the computer [1][2].  
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2-3 Statistical ladder (Histogram)   

    It is a descriptive pattern (graph) that shows the distribution of chromatic levels 

and its proportion in relation to its image the application of the statistical 

ladder(normalized histogram function) gives a quantitative  measure of intensity of 

each pixel in the picture .The method of statistical analysis is one of the most effective 

methods for comparing and indexing images so each model  has a statistical scale of its 

own .if the images match their statistical ladders match[3]. 

 

 

2-4 The method of assessing the similarity of images based on 

histogram analysis:  

  Most researched area in in the field of object oriented image processing,  

procedure is efficient and effective image segmentation , segmentation is a process of 

partitioning a digital image into multiple regions (sets of pixels).  According to some 

homogeneity criterion, in this paper we introduce a spatial domain segmentation 

framework based on the histogram analysis and soft threshold . the histogram analysis 

uses discontinuity and similarity properties of image statistics in tandem with 

distribution of pixels to define the binary label for a homogenous region, the soft 

threshold used for classification is determined based on the localized statistics of the 

image in consideration for merging of the regions . simulation results and analysis 

would verify that the proposed algorithm shows good performance in image 

segmentation without choosing the region of interest.  one of the methods that makes 

the search process more flexible is that it is possible to introduce histogram of the 

image and search databases for image similar to this histogram .  

 

2-5 Manhattan distance 

      the distance between two points measured along axes at right angles. In a plane 

with p1 at(x1,y1) and p2 at(x2,y2),it is |x1-x2|+|y1-y2|.                        

The Manhattan distance is the simple sum of the horizontal and vertical components, 

whereas the diagonal distance might be computed by applying the Pythagorean 

Theorem                                                                    
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the Manhattan distance between  two vectors(or points) a and b is defined as |ai-

bi| over the dimensions of the vectors. this is known as Manhattan distance  because all 

paths from the bottom left to top right of this idealized city have the same distance,    

the Manhattan distance function computes the      distance that would be traveled to get 

from one data point to other if a grid-like path is followed. the Manhattan distance 

between two items is the sum of the difference of their corresponding components.                                                                       

[18]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 

2-6 Image noise 

Image noise is random variation of brightness or color information in images , 

and is usually an  aspect  of electronic noise . it can be produced by the sensor and 

circuitry of a scanner or digital camera . image noise can also originate in film grain 

and in the unavoidable shot noise of  an ideal photon detector .image noise is an 

undesirable by-product of image capture the obscures the desired information .                           

The original m meaning of "noise" was "unwanted signal "; unwanted electrical 

fluctuations in signals received by AM radios caused audible acoustic noise ("static"). 

By analogy , unwanted electrical fluctuations are also called "noise [1][2]".                                                                                                                           

Image noise can range from almost  imperceptible specks on a digital 

photograph taken in good light , to optical and radio astronomical images that are 

almost entirely noise,  from which a small amount of information can be derived by 

sophisticated processing . such a noise level would be unacceptable in a photograph 

since it would be  connected to the sensor inject their own share of electronic circuit 

noise.[3].                                                                                                                        

Atypical model of image noise is Gaussian , additive , independent at each pixel, 

and independent of the signal intensity , caused primarily by Johnson- Nyquist 

noise (thermal noise ), including that which comes from the reset noise of 

capacitors ("kTC noise ").[4] amplifier noise is a major part  of the "read noise " 

of an image sensor , that is of the constant noise level in dark areas of the 

image[5] .in color cameras where more amplification is used in the blue color 

channel than in the green or red channel , there can be more noise in the blue 

channel.[6]  at higher exposures , however , image sensor noise is dominated by 

shot noise , which is not Gaussian and independent of signal intensity.{form 

page WIKIPEDIA} [21]. 
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2-7 Image retrieval 

Retrieval is the process in which information in your memory can be recalled, 

information concerning events images and feelings are all stored in our memory. Just 

because you cannot remember something doesn't mean that it is not in your memory, 

just because you cannot remember something doesn’t mean that it is not I your 

memory .it may be a problem with being able to locate it for retrieval. An image 

retrieval system is a computer system for browsing searching and retrieving images 

from a large database of digital images . Most traditional and common methods of 

image retrieval utilize some method of adding metadata such  as  captioning, keywords 

or description to the images so that retrieval can be performed iver the annotation 

words.[ 18] . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter three  

 

Practical work  

 

 

 Introduction : 

 Algorithms of the program :  

 Explain the interface of program :  

 Simplified explanation of user interfaces : 
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3-1 Introduction   

In this chapter the practical work would be explained that contains the   

algorithms and the implementation of these algorithm through matlab programs . 

In this algorithm, the program images are loaded and the statistical ladder is calculated 

for each image and stored in a database  

in algorithm 3-2 configuration a database to gray 

 

    

 

 

         

                     

 

 

                                                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 3-2 

1- start. 

2- load  the file that contain the images. 

3- divide the image into four parts. 

4- calculate the histogram for each part . 

5- storage the histogram . 

6- go back to step 3 . 

7- the end 
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In this algorithm, the statistical  ladder for each image is compared with the 

statistical scale to be searched in the database   

in algorithm 3-3 explain searching and retrieval depends on converting the image to 

gray 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In algorithm 3-4 configuration a database to color images the program images are 

loaded and the statistical ladder is calculated for each image and stored in a database 

 

Algorithm 3-3 

1- start 

2- image read . 

3- divide the image to for parts . 

4- Calculate histogram for each part. 

5- choice destroyed part. 

6- neglecting the distorted part and searching based on the undamaged part. 

7- show image. 

8- the end 

 

Algorithm 3-4 

1- start. 

2- load  the file that contains the images. 

3- analyze the image into chromatography(R,G,B). 

4- calculate the histogram for each part of the image .  

5- storage the histogram . 

6- return to step 3. 

7- the end 
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In this algorithm 3-5 searching and retrieval depends on color 

image the statistical  ladder for each image is compared with the 

statistical scale to be searched in the database  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 3-5 

1- start. 

2- image read  

3- analysis image for three color  

4- calculate histogram for each color 

5- choice the damaged part  

6- neglecting the distorted part and searching based on the undamaged part 

7- the end  
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3-3  User interfaces  

The main inter face of the program 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the resulting image of the research process         View image to search for 

  

 

 

This leads to ablur faced by the  

program to search on the basis go 

analysis of the image based on 

gray   

 

This leads to abulr faced by the 

program to search on the basis of 

analysis of the image into its 

three color compound 
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load folder :open window to select the file contain image      

 

 

 

Select Image :open window to choice image 
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Search : open window to choice damage part  

 

 

 

Main program: return back to main window 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter four  

 

The conclusions and future vision 

 

 

 Conclusion :  

 Discussion : 

 Feature work :  
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4-1 Discussion  

The image retrieval can be done through analysis its 

content , However the image can be analyzed in a number of 

ways , including calculating the color intensity of the image and 

calculating the color distribution in the image and calculation of 

the statistical ladder of the image . In this research we relied on 

the calculation of the statistical ladder in the analysis of images 

and the composition of the databases on which the program is 

based in the search and matching and retrieval because the 

statistical method gives precise results in a short time and results 

of conformity to statistical peace is easy and simple and can be 

stored statistical ladder of images in a  database and dealing 

with digital data as digital , Success rate this program is 

(%100),but in the case of the fact that the image you are looking 

for is present in the database or that the user has chosen the error 

of the parts distorted this program is unable to retrieve the 

pictures distorted until the proportion of distortion (%75) of the 

image to be retrieved on condition that the image you are 

looking for exit in the database and if were not exit , the 

program is retrieve closed to the image given in the search in 

terms of frequency  colors in the picture This program was 

tested on a sample of (1000) images of sound images to create 

the database and a randomly distorted image was selected from 

a file containing distorted images in equal proportions (from 1% 

to 75%).the program returned the unmodified image depending 

on the undistorted part of the image given in the search . 
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4-2 Conclusion  

Key interest of this project is to reduce the time and effort 

required to find the image of a given in the file contains the 

thousands of images and also solves the problem of suspecting 

that you get the images very competitive in the content 

chromatography (ie, images that have a difference among them 

a little is very to the degree no notice naked eye). In this project 

, we achieved good result , however the accuracy of retrieval is 

100% for the simple image that were applied.  

 

4-3 Feature work   

Vision and future ideas for the project the vision of the 

future of this project is the improvement of algorithms to 

retrieve images depending on the body or shape in the picture 

taking into account the colors in the image to achieve the best 

result in the retrieval of the image in addition to organizing this 

program in the system to retrieve images quickly and cost-

effective. 
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